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Abstract

A recurrent issue in premixed combustion LES is that the flame thickness is smaller than the grid size.
Broadening of the reactive layer is then mandatory to ensure a proper propagation of the filtered flame
front. The reactive flow governing equations exhibit then two filter operators of different sizes dedicated
to the flow field and the flame front, respectively. The consistency issues between flame and flow filter sizes
in LES of turbulent premixed flames are discussed in the present article. A general mathematical formalism
considering two different filter sizes is proposed. A new closure of the resulting LES balance equations
system is derived in the framework of the Filtered TAbulated Chemistry for LES (F-TACLES) formalism.
The new model, called F2-TACLES, is first validated by computing 1-D premixed filtered flames. Then an
LES of the complex turbulent premixed PRECCINSTA swirl burner is successfully performed. In partic-
ular, the new model formulation improves the prediction of resolved flame/turbulence interactions.
! 2014 The Combustion Institute. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

An efficient modeling approach for Large
Eddy Simulation (LES) of turbulent premixed
combustion is to identify the flame front as a
propagating surface. The G-equation formalism
tracks this surface assumed infinitely thin using

level-set numerical techniques [1–4]. Despite a
simplified description of the chemical processes,
this approach is commonly used in LES of pre-
mixed combustion [1,3–5].

Infinitely thin surface approaches however
remain limited as they do not describe the inner
flame structure. Accounting for the flame
thickness is necessary to access thermochemical
variables within the flame front but raises several
issues in LES of premixed combustion. Figure 1
illustrates the propagation of a filtered flame front
in a turbulent environment, using a mesh grid of
size Dx. According to [6], the velocity field eu,
Favre-filtered by a Gaussian function of width
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D, is well resolved on the LES grid when the res-
olution criteria D > 2Dx is satisfied. The flame is
here modeled by a progress variable Y c, monoton-
ically increasing from 0 in the fresh gases to Y eq

c in
the burnt gases. In practical meshes, the flame
thickness, defined as dY c ¼ Y eq

c =maxðjrY cjÞ, is
thinner than the mesh size Dx [7,8]. Therefore, fil-
tering the progress variable field at the width D
introduces a resolved flame front of thickness
deY c
$ D with D $ 3Dx. As further illustrated in

Section 2.1, the chemical reaction layer is then
under-resolved inducing a misprediction of the
flame propagation speed [9,10].

Two major alternatives are then possible to
capture both the flame propagation and the flame
structure. The first is to artificially thicken the
flame front (Thickened Flame model for LES)
and to model sub-grid scale (SGS) wrinkling
[11]. Efficient and robust, the TFLES model can
be combined either with simple [12] or tabulated
chemistry [10,13] formalisms. An alternative is to

introduce a filter of size D > D dedicated to the
flame front. Initially developed for infinitely thin
flame front and for single-step chemistry [14–16],
this strategy has recently been extended to
tabulated chemistry by the Filtered Tabulated
Chemistry for LES (F-TACLES) model [9,17].
Simulations of propagating filtered premixed pla-
nar flames show that the flame resolution criterion

D=Dx depends on numerical conditions [18]. For

instance, the criteria D=Dx P 8 is required in [9]
to predict the proper propagation speed of a lam-
inar premixed filtered flame.

Filtering both flow and thermochemical

variables at a unique scale D would not take full
benefit of the grid resolution out of the reaction
layer. Therefore, turbulent premixed combustion
LES involves, implicitly or explicitly, two filter

operators of size D and !D. The condition D > !D
is fulfilled in practical combustion LES. The influ-

ence of two different filter operators on a combus-
tion LES mathematical formalism has never been
studied to our knowledge. The mathematical
formalism of the general problem is first devel-
oped. Two different strategies to treat differences
between flame and flow filters are then proposed
in the framework of the F-TACLES model. Both
model formulations are then tested on the LES of
a swirling premixed flame for which experiments
[19] and Direct Numerical Simulations [20] are
available.

2. Two-scales filtering in turbulent combustion LES

2.1. Problem formalism

U and eU denote the Reynolds and Favre filter-

ing of a variable U at size D while U and eeU are

defined as the values of U filtered at size D. Filter-
ing continuity and momentum equations at the
filter scale D leads to the following system:

@!q
@t
þr & !q~uð Þ ¼ 0 ð1Þ

@!q~u

@t
þr & !q~u~uð Þ ¼ 'rP þr & !sþ !stð Þ ð2Þ

where !q and ~u are the filtered density and velocity
vector, respectively. !s is the filtered viscous tensor
and !st ¼ '!q fuu ' ~u~uð Þ the Reynolds stresses. In a
low-Mach number context, P denotes the
hydrodynamic pressure.

Considering reactive flows, the propagation of
a flame front is governed by the chemical species
balance equation:

@qY k

@t
þr & quY kð Þ ¼ 'r & ðqY kV kÞ þ q _xY k ð3Þ

where Y k ; _xY k and V k are the mass fraction, the
chemical reaction rate and the molecular diffusion
velocity of the k-th species, respectively. Assuming
steady state in the flame coordinate system, the
integration of Eq. 3 in the direction xn normal to
the flame front gives the flame consumption speed
Sl:

Sl ¼
1

quðY b
k ' Y u

kÞ

Z þ1

'1
q _xY k dxn ð4Þ

where superscripts u and b refer to fresh and burnt
gases states, respectively. Equation (4) shows that
a reliable computation of the flame surface prop-
agation requires a fine numerical resolution of the
chemical reaction rate _xY k involved in the integral
of the RHS. This issue is illustrated in Fig. 2
showing the CO2 chemical reaction rate q _xY CO2

normalized by its maximum value and extracted
from a 1-D laminar premixed CH4–air flame com-
puted using a detailed chemical scheme [21]. This

∆

∆

Fig. 1. Filter size issues in turbulent combustion LES.
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numerical flame solution, resolved on a very fine
grid, serves as a reference. Squares symbols, sepa-
rated by a constant distance Dx ¼ 0:5 mm, are
superimposed to the chemical reaction rate pro-
file. It illustrates the position of a virtual grid of
size Dx $ dY c representative of practical combus-
tion LES. The chemical reaction rate is then fil-
tered at two different sizes (!D ¼ 3Dx and

D ¼ 10Dx) and normalized by the maximum fil-
tered values. In Fig. 2, the reference filtered chem-
ical reaction rate profiles are shown by the solid
lines whereas chemical reaction rate profiles,
which would be resolved on the LES grid (assum-
ing first order reconstruction), are shown by
dashed lines. The chemical reaction rate q _xY CO2

,

filtered at the size D, is under-resolved on the
LES grid, which would lead to numerical errors
in the RHS integral estimation of Eq. (4). How-

ever, filtering the flame front at a size D > D cor-

rectly describes the profile of q _xY CO2
. Therefore, a

sufficient resolution of the flame front is ensured
by filtering chemical species balance equation (3)

at a size D:

@qffY k

@t
þr & !!q~~u

ffY k

! "
¼ 'r & qY kV k

# $

'r & !!qgguY k ' !!q~~u
ffY k

! "
þ q _xY k ð5Þ

LES of turbulent combustion therefore implies to
solve the system of Eqs. (1), (2) and (5), involving
simultaneously the two filter scales D and D. Two
strategies to treat different flow and flame filter
scales are presented below.

2.2. Classical approach: ad hoc coupling of flame
and flow filtered equations

The first strategy is to implicitly substitute the
filtered velocity fields ~u and ~~u by a unique variable
û. In this context, LES of reacting flow is then
governed by the following set of equations:

@!!q
@t
þr & !!qûð Þ ¼ 0 ð6Þ

@!!qû

@t
þr & !!qûûð Þ ¼ 'rP þr & !sþ !stð Þ ð7Þ

@!!qffY k

@t
þr & !!qû

ffY k

! "
¼ 'r & qY kV k

# $

'r & !!qgguY k ' !!qû
ffY k

! "
þ q _xY k ð8Þ

P 0 ¼ !!qferT ð9Þ

where the thermodynamic pressure P 0 is assumed
constant in space for low-Mach number flows.
r ¼ R=W where R is the ideal gas constant and
W the mean molecular weight. The system of
Eqs. (6)–(9), widely used in the literature, remains
however ad hoc because it cannot be mathemati-
cally derived from the Navier–Stokes equations.

The density !!q, the term ferT and the chemical spe-

cies
ffY k , are filtered at the scale D for an adequate

numerical resolution of the flame front. However,
hydrodynamic pressure P , viscous tensor !s and
Reynolds stresses !st are filtered at D which is
sufficient for resolved flow field variables. The var-
iable û satisfies the two following asymptotic
behaviors.

First, far from the reaction zone, the filtered
velocity field û, solution of Eq. (7), is not influ-
enced by the flame. In the context of premixed
combustion, as !!q is constant in fresh and burnt
gases, the filter size associated to the velocity field
is D and û ¼ ~u.

Second, across the reactive layer, flame ther-
mochemical variables and density are filtered at

the width D. The heat expansion retroacts on the
velocity û. When the flame structure is laminar,
the filter size associated to the velocity û is then

D and û ¼ ~~u. The conservation equation system
(Eqs. (6)–(9)) written in the flame referential also
correctly degenerates towards laminar flame
regime.

However, considering the general case of a tur-
bulent premixed flame, the filter size implicitly
associated to û is not clearly identified. Indeed,
the impact of the flow patterns resolved at the

scale D on the flame front filtered at D may bias
the description of flame/turbulence interactions
[2,22]. The velocity û within the flame front is
affected by two different phenomena: (i) the turbu-
lent SGS fluxes, which are modeled by an implicit

Fig. 2. Comparison of unfiltered and filtered CO2

normalized reaction rates on a virtual LES mesh
(squares) of size Dx ¼ 0:5 mm. Filter sizes are

D ¼ 3Dx ¼ 1:5 mm and D ¼ 10Dx ¼ 5 mm. Dashed lines:
reconstruction of the reaction rates on the virtual mesh.
Solid lines: exact reaction rates.
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filter of size D [6,9,15,16]; (ii) thermal expansion,

induced by the density filtered at D. This modeling
issue is intrinsic to most turbulent combustion
models designed to capture the filtered flame
thickness. For instance, it is the case for both
thickening [11] and filtering [23] approaches
developed to properly resolve the flame front. A
dedicated approach is mandatory to ensure the
consistency between SGS turbulence model and
turbulent combustion model within the flame
front.

2.3. New approach: consistent coupling of flame
and flow filtered equations

An alternative is to transport
ffY k by the turbu-

lent flow field filtered at D. First, the transport

equation of
ffY k by !q~u can be derived in a non-con-

servative form using the total mass conservation
at scale D (Eq. 1):

@!qffY k

@t
þr & !q~u

ffY k

! "
¼ !q

@
ffY k

@t
þ !q~u &rffY k ð10Þ

!q@ffY k =@t is deducted from the non-conserva-
tive form of Eq. (5):

@!qffY k

@t
þr & !q~u

ffY k

! "
¼ '

!q
!!q
r & qY kV k

# $

'
!q
!!q
r & !!qgguY k ' !!qeeuffY k

! "

' !q ~~u' ~u
% &

&rffY k þ !qgg_xY k ð11Þ

Equation (11) RHS exhibits four terms.

r & qY kV k

# $
and r & !!qgguY k ' !!q~~u

ffY k

! "
are the

laminar diffusion and convective fluxes occurring

at subscale D, both being weighted by the ratio

!q=!!q. !qgg_xY k is the chemical reaction rate associated

to the k-th species filtered at size D. Finally,

!q ~~u' ~u
% &

&rffY k

! "
is the inter-scale convection

term associated to the scales between D and D.
This term, which vanishes when flame and flow

fields are filtered at the same size D, can be either
computed directly from the explicit filtering of
resolved quantities or modeled as suggested in
Section 3.

The analytical integration of Eq. (11) can be
performed in the flame coordinate system and
across the filtered flame font, assuming that no
flame wrinkling occurs. Some mathematical
manipulations show an important LES combus-
tion model property, which is that the solution
of Eq. (11) is then a planar filtered flame front

which propagates at the laminar consumption
speed Sl.

The reactive flow is then described by the
chemical species balance equation (Eq. (11)),
completed with the flow governing equations
given by Eqs. (1) and (2) and with the ideal gas
law filtered at size D. Both the density !q and the
temperature eT are therefore filtered at a size D
and the propagation of the flame front filtered at
D is ensured by Eq. (11). A modeling strategy to
handle the closure of resulting equation system
at both D and D filter sizes is now proposed.

3. Closure of the two-scale filtered progress variable
balance equation: F2-TACLES model

A closure of the formalism detailed in Sec-
tion 2.3 is now proposed using the F-TACLES
formalism [9] mapping the filtered flame structure
using 1-D filtered laminar premixed flames. The

progress variable ffY c is defined from filtered spe-

cies mass fractions
ffY k as:

ffY c ¼
PNsp

k¼1nk
ffY k where

nk is the coefficient associated to the k-th species
and Nsp the number of species in the chemical
scheme. Applying the F-TACLES strategy [9]
leads to the following equations:

@!q
@t
þr & !q~uð Þ ¼ 0 ð12Þ

@!q~u

@t
þr & !q~u~uð Þ ¼ 'rP þr & !sþ !stð Þ ð13Þ

@!qffY c

@t
þr & !q~u

ffY c

! "
¼ N

D
r & q0D0r

ffY c

! "

þ N
D
RF2T

Y c

ffY c

' (
ð14Þ

P 0 ¼ !qgrT ( ffY c

' (
ð15Þ

where the notation U A½ * denotes that U is tabu-
lated as a function of A. q0 and D0 are reference
values for the density and the molecular diffusion
coefficient. N

D
is the subgrid scale wrinkling model

associated to the resolved filtered flame front at

scale D. In the present study, N
D

is modeled using

the analytical formulation proposed in [25,26] but
may also be closed using more recent dynamic

approaches [27]. The term RF2T
Y c

ffY c

' (
¼ DY c

þT Y c þ I Y c þRY c is tabulated as a function of

the resolved filtered progress variable
ffY c for a

given pair D;D
# $

. The laminar diffusion correc-

tion term DY c , which accounts for differential dif-
fusion in the direction normal to the flame front,
reads:
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DY c ¼'
q(

q(
@

@x(
XNsp

k¼1

nkq(Y (k V (k

0

@

1

Aþ @

@x(
q0D0

@
ffY (c
@x(

0

@

1

A

0

@

1

A

ð16Þ

where the superscript * stands for variables
extracted from a 1-D laminar premixed flame.
The laminar SGS convective fluxes, modeled by
T Y c , are also estimated from the chemical struc-
ture of a 1-D filtered laminar premixed flame:

T Y c ¼ 'q0S0
l
q(

q(
@Y (c
@x(
' @

ffY (c
@x(

0

@

1

A ð17Þ

This strategy is also applied to model the inter-
scale convection term:

IY c ¼ q0S0
l 1' q(

q(

 !
@
ffY (c
@x(

ð18Þ

Finally, the filtered progress variable reaction rate

is estimated as RY c ¼ q(gg_x(Y c
. In practice, the term

RF2T
Y c

is pre-computed and stored in a look-up

table as a function of
ffY c . The present modeling

strategy, which combines two filter length scales

D and D explicitly in the same filtered look-up
table, is called F2-TACLES. As an illustration,
these terms have been computed across a 1-D pre-
mixed laminar CH4–air flame of equivalence ratio
0.83. They are plotted in Fig. 3 as a function of
space coordinate x for !D ¼ 1:75 mm and

D ¼ 7 mm. In particular, it is shown that RF2T
Y c

is
well resolved on a grid of size
Dx ¼ 0:5 mm $ dY c ¼ 0:46 mm. Other thermo-
chemical variables, such as chemical species mass
fractions Y k can also be filtered at !D and tabulated

as a function of the resolved progress variable
ffY c

as fY k ¼ fY (k
ffY c

' (
. The choice of the pair D;D

# $

used to generate the filtered chemical database is
now discussed in Section 4.1.

4. Numerical applications

4.1. 1-D filtered flame simulations

F2-TACLES terms are computed explicitly

prior to the LES, then both flow D and flame D
filter sizes should be prescribed at the database
generation and chosen carefully. First, D $ 3Dx
is the filter size associated to the thermochemical
variables eT and !q. A too small value of D would
cause numerical problems if the gradient of !q
becomes too important. A criterion for D=Dx
depends on the numerical schemes employed in
the LES code. The filter associated to the flame

front, D, is set to ensure a sufficient resolution of
the filtered progress variable source term RF 2T

Y c
.

The corresponding criterion for D=Dx also
depends on the numerical schemes. To go further,
several LES of 1-D premixed flames are per-
formed to assess the model properties and deter-

mine both minimum flow D and flame D filter
sizes for a given mesh. The YALES2 low-Mach
number LES solver [28], retained here, uses a cen-
tered fourth-order scheme for spatial discretiza-
tion while time integration of convective terms is
performed with a fourth-order temporal scheme.
Chemistry is tabulated from a 0.83 equivalence
ratio 1-D laminar premixed CH4–air flame com-
puted with the Lindstedt [21] chemical scheme,
involving 29 species and 141 reactions. A para-
metric study on the ratio D=Dx is first conducted
varying the mesh size Dx for a constant filter size

D ¼ 1:75 mm. The width D ¼ 7 mm is also set

constant and sufficiently large so that U quantities
are always well resolved (d

Y c
++ ¼ 4:3 mm). For each

computation, the ratio of the effective flame prop-
agation speed SD and the laminar flame speed S0

l is
plotted as a function of D=Dx in Fig. 4 and shows

Fig. 3. F2-TACLES model terms, computed from a
CH4–air 1-D premixed flame using detailed chemistry

[21], for D ¼ 1:75 mm and D ¼ 7 mm. A virtual LES
mesh (squares) of size Dx ¼ 0:5 mm is added to the
global source term RF 2T

Y c
profile.

Fig. 4. Left: SD=S0
l in terms of D=Dx with D ¼ 1:75 mm

and D ¼ 7 mm. Right: SD=S0
l in terms of D=Dx with

D ¼ 1:75 mm and Dx ¼ 0:5 mm. Inside the gray surface,
simulation where unstable and the predicted flame speed
value was meaningless.
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that the limiting criterion associated to the
YALES2 code is D=Dx P 3:5. Below this limit,
the numerical scheme diverges and solutions are
meaningless. A second parametric study on the

ratio D=Dx varying the flame filter size D for con-
stant flow filter D ¼ 1:75 mm and mesh
Dx ¼ 0:5 mm sizes (respecting the criteria
D=Dx P 3:5) shows that the flame filter size should

verify D=Dx P 8:0 for the YALES2 code. This cri-
terion may be recast as d~~c=Dx P 5:0 matching the
limiting criterion of the original F-TACLES
model [9].

4.2. LES of a turbulent swirl combustor

The F2-TACLES model (Section 3) is now
compared to the original F-TACLES model [9]
by performing LES of the complex PRECCIN-
STA swirl burner [19]. Details on the geometry
and experimental conditions can be found in
[9,19,20]. The computational domain comprises
a plenum, a swirler, a square combustion chamber
and an exhaust pipe. An unstructured tetrahedral
mesh (2.5 million nodes) is used for both
F-TACLES and F2-TACLES simulations and is
representative of an industrial LES grid. The char-
acteristic mesh size in the flame zone is
Dx $ 0:5 mm. For the F2-TACLES model, the
flow and flame filter sizes are D ¼ 1:75 mm and

D ¼ 7 mm, respectively, leading to d eeY c
=Dx ¼ 8:6.

For the original F-TACLES model, the flame fil-

ter size is set to D ¼ 7 mm as for F2-TACLES.
As the burner is fed by a / ¼ 0:83 equivalence
ratio CH4–air mixture, both the F-TACLES and
F2-TACLES filtered databases have been built
from the 1-D flame introduced in Section 4.1.
The total injected mass flow rate is _m ¼ 12:9 g.s'1.
The burner is supposed fully adiabatic and mix-
ture composition heterogeneities are neglected.
For both models, the progress variable is defined
as Y c ¼ Y CO2

þ Y CO in order to uniquely describe
the thermochemical flame structure at / ¼ 0:83.
Figure 5 shows 2-D views of the instantaneous
resolved progress variable and temperature for
both F-TACLES and F2-TACLES computations.
Filtered progress variable fields (Fig. 5(a)) does
not exhibit notable differences as both are solved

at the filter size D. However, significant differences
can be noticed in Fig. 5(b) as filter sizes associated
to both T (and q) differ between computations. In
the original F-TACLES model, all the thermo-

chemical values are filtered at D while only the

resolved progress variable
ffY c is filtered at this size

in the F2-TACLES model. Other thermochemical
variables as !q; eT and the chemical species fY k are
only filtered at D allowing a finer description of
the flame front on a given mesh.

Mean and RMS temperature radial profiles are
plotted in Fig. 6(a) and (b), respectively. Very
good agreement is found for both modeling
approaches. Mean predictions are very close near
the burner exit (located at Z = 0 mm) while F2-
TACLES provides a better prediction of the mean
flame brush thickness further downstream. Same
conclusions can be made when looking at temper-
ature fluctuations profiles. In particular, F2-
TACLES predicts higher resolved RMS compared
to F-TACLES. Indeed, as the thermal thickness of
the resolved flame front is thinner, more interac-
tions occur with the resolved turbulent motions.
Statistics of CH4 mass fraction are shown in

Fig. 5. 2-D color mapping of instantaneous thermo-
chemical variables extracted from LES of the PRECC-
INSTA burner using F-TACLES (left) and F2-TACLES
(right) models.
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Fig. 7(a) and (b). A very good agreement is also
noted near the burner exit while the predictions
from F2-TACLES model better agrees with exper-
iments both for mean and RMS quantities.

5. Conclusion

Consistency issues between flame and flow fil-
ter sizes in LES of turbulent premixed flames
has been discussed leading to a general mathemat-
ical formalism considering two different filter
sizes. Filtered progress variable balance equation
was recast accordingly. A new closure of the

resulting LES balance equation system has been
proposed in line with the F-TACLES formalism.
This new model, called F2-TACLES, does not
induce additional computational cost and its
implementation within an LES code remains sim-
ilar to F-TACLES. Only the tabulation process
differs by the computation of the new closure
terms. F2-TACLES has been first validated ana-
lyzing 1-D premixed filtered flames and through
LES of the complex PRECCINSTA swirl burner.
Comparisons of mean profiles show that the F2-
TACLES model better predict the flame brush
downstream of the burner exit where the
flame-turbulence interactions are more developed.
However, mean profiles analysis is probably not

Fig. 7. CH4 radial profiles from the LES of the

PRECCINSTA burner with F-TACLES (eeY CH4 : - - -)
and F2-TACLES (eY CH4

: —). Experiments: , ,.

Fig. 6. Temperature radial profiles from the LES of the

PRECCINSTA burner with F-TACLES (eeT : - - -) and
F2-TACLES (eT : —). Experiments: , ,.
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sufficient to fully assess the impact of the new
modeling approach. Other configurations, includ-
ing the characterization of the unsteady behavior
of the resolved flows, will be investigated in the
future.
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